229 W. Chapline St., Sharpsburg, MD Summary of Deeds:                     (5-8-06)
Chapline-Phifer House

Compiled and updated by Brad Toole 8 May 2006, starting with the deed chain from the Historic Structures Survey done in 1991, and added notes from Paige Phifer.  She has found more deed info which is not here yet.

This lot was not numbered on the plat of the town, and the street-address number was not formally assigned until sometime after WWII.  This house is on a half-sized lot, which may first have been sold together with the half-lot to the west. [If we find that’s the case, we may combine the deed chains]  For clarity in our database list, we are calling this “Lot A.”

The stone house on this lot is reputed to have been built by Joseph Chapline [Jr.], the son of the founder of Sharpsburg, but that has not been verified yet.  We don’t have any deeds older than 1885 that are definitely for this lot.  The 1877 Atlas of Washington County shows this lot to be owned by J. Chapline, long after Joseph died.  

Where two dates are given, the first is the date that the deed was made and actually signed, and the date in parentheses is the date it was copied and recorded at the courthouse.  Buyers and sellers in the later deeds are from Washington County unless otherwise noted.  Name spellings varied as written in each deed abstract.

[Items in square brackets are comments or clarifications.]  

[Early deeds not found yet.] 

Daniel L. Grove bought from J. Dixon Roman and G. Claggett, Trustees 
	January 15, 1853 (Liber IN 8, folio 250)
	for $216
[Were Roman and Claggett trustees of a particular Chapline heir?  Why did the HSS think that this deed was for this lot?  The price seems low for a 2-story stone house unless it’s a real wreck.  It would be nice if they’d say something about the contents of these deeds.  This lot being unnumbered, I worry that one or more of the deeds may have been chosen just based on the seller’s name, without checking whether they sold other lots, too.  Clues about adjacent properties would help, and the deeds probably had these. We also miss the wive’s names and other details.]

[The Historic Structures Survey says the deeds “reveal little or nothing about the house” except for the second 1905 deed, but they probably are discounting the expressions like “with houses, buildings and improvements.”  I think these expressions are reliable, at least regarding whether the house was there.  Also, they left out most of the following deed prices.  We need to see them to compare with other properties.  Prices usually indicate the presence and value of improvements.]

November 22, 1853 (Liber IN 8, folio 248), Deed from Daniel L. and Margaret C. Grove to John A. Adams, lot 135  [In the Historic Structures Survey, this was apparently what they could find of John Adams’ purchases, but it is for another lot on Chapline St.]

Solomon S. Lum bought from Martha Turner and John Alexander Gillespie, heirs of John Alexander Adams 
	22 January, 1885 (recorded 29 June, Liber 87, folio 583) 
	For $70
Lot 135, ½ acre adjoining the Methodist Graveyard.  Martha is of Jackson Co., WV and John A.Gillespie is of Washington Co., KY. 

[HSS had also listed this in this chain, but Paige checked and it is actually for a lot up the street which is still owned by one of Solomon’s descendents.  The subsequent deeds below form a chain from these Adams deeds to 1989, so they are probably all for lot 135.  Paige has corrections.]

Arnolphus R. Renner bought from Solomon Lum 
	May 21, 1894 (Liber 102, folio 1448-9) 

James Snyder bought from Otho C. Middlekauff, assignee for Arnolphus R. Renner 
	February 14, 1905 (Liber 121, folio 287-8) 
	for $385

William H. & Nora Bowers bought from James Snyder 
	March 28, 1905 (Liber 121, folio 467)
	for $580 
“...improved by two-story stone house, kitchen and outbuildings...”

Samuel F. Hebb bought from William H. & Nora V. Bowers 
	October 19, 1921 (Liber 161, folio 196)
	for $1100.

Clarence & Mary Myers bought from Scott M. Wolfinger and Elias B. Hantle, assignees for the mortgage of Samuel & Sallie Hebb 
	December 11, 1923 (Liber 167, folio 133)
	for $1500

McClellan & Anna Renner bought from Howard P. Hartman, assignee of mortgage for Clarence & Mary Myers 
	May 14, 1935 (Liber 198, folio 353)
	for $710

Cyril B. & Helen Ford bought from McClellan & Anna Renner 
	December 3, 1940 (Liber 214, folio 90)
	for $1525

William & Patsy Myers bought from the representatives of the Estate of Cyril B. Ford 
	May 9, 1988 (Liber 875, folio 446) 

William & Patsy Myers and Robert E. Poffenberger, Jr. bought from William and Patsy Myers 	
	November 15, 1989 (Liber 935, folio 0162)

Ron & Paige Phifer


